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The political moments when the voivodes had accepted to pay tribute and to submit 
themselves to the Porte were called acknowledgments of allegiance (închinare, in 
Moldo-Wallachian chronicles). In Wallachia, this allegiance was established during 
Mircea the Elder’s reign (1386–1418) and its conditions changed in 1462 at Radu the 
Handsome's enthronement, even though a complete and long-term submission was 
imposed in the third decade of the sixteenth century. In Moldavia, the paying of tribute 
began in 1455–1456 and ended in 1538, but also the peace agreements concluded by 
Stephen the Great with Mehmed II Fatih (in 1480–1481) and Bayezid II (in 1486) were 
relevant episodes. Despite the resistance and peace agreements from the late-fourteenth 
to the mid-sixteenth century, Wallachia and Moldavia were conquered by sultans, who 
would consequently invoke the “right of sword” (kılıç hakkı) over them. In Ottoman 
documents of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, the idea of conquest was usually 
connected frequently to Süleyman the Magnificent, as a turning-point in the relations of 
the Porte with the tributary principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia. 
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In the following pages my attention will be focused on deciphering the 
various meanings of the notions “allegiance”, “submission” and “conquest”, often 
used in a narrow significance. In this respect, I have used various Ottoman 
narrative and official sources, as well as Byzantine, Moldavian, Wallachian and 
Western ones. 

1. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS OF ALLEGIANCE 

1.1. Terminology 

Simple or phrasal verbs of Ottoman chronicles and documents, as boyun 
eğmek, boyun vermek, tapmak, itâ‘at ve inkıyâd etmek, yüz sürümek, yüz sürmek 
etc, have both concrete and abstract meanings. They can be translated with a 
figurative meaning, as “to obey”, “to submit”, “to pay homage”, “to reverence”, “to 
acknowledge allegiance”, or with a proper signification, as “to bend”, “to hang 
one’s head down”, “to make a low bow.” In this regard, we should note the 
presence of concrete nouns like “head,” “neck” (baş, boyun), or abstract terms like 
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“submission,” “obeisance,” “allegiance” (itâ‘at, inkıyâd, muti, münkad) in constructions 
of phrasal verbs. 

Let us also underline the abundant, but diffuse, use in Ottoman translation 
(“to rub one’s face,” “to pay one’s humble respect or homage to a superior,” “to 
prostrate oneself humble,” “to bow,” “to humbly kowtow”) in descriptions of ceremony 
taking place at the sultan’s court (e.g. reception of tributary princes, envoys, 
Ottoman dignitaries etc.) or in designation of acknowledgment of allegiance. For 
instance, according to the terminology used in the 1480–1481 ‘ahdname, the 
conclusion of peace with Mehmed II Fatih implied beforehand that Stephen the 
Great “rubbed his face against the land of servitude” (zemin-i hizmete yüz sürüyüb). 
Also, Sa’adedin used the verb yüz sürmek when describing the ceremony of 
reception by the sultan of the Anatolian and Rumelian beylerbeyis, as well as of the 
envoy sent by the Hungarian king Mathias Corvinus:  

“The Hungarian envoy, coming as well, he rubbed his face against the 
Court-shelter of the world.” (Ungurus kıralın dahi elçisi gelüb Dergâh-
ı Cihânpenâha yüz sürdü)  

Yet, another Ottoman chronicler, Mehmed Neşri, relating Mehmed II’s 
campaign of 1462 and the settlement of the relations with the Wallachian boyards, 
used the verb tapmak, which means “to bend”, “to hang one’s head down”, “to 
make low bows”, but also “to meet someone”.1  

Also, the Ottoman chancery had its own expressions that were meant to 
define the relationship with tributary princes, as follows: sadâkat ü-istikâmet,2 two 
synonyms which can be translated “faithfulness and loyalty” or “fidelity and 
devotion; ‘ubudiyet ü-itâ‘at, ‘ubudiyet ü-rıkkiyet, itâ‘at ü-inkıyâd, which means 
“obedience and submission,” “obeisance and servitude,” “homage paying,” 
“acknowledgment of allegiance.” Unfortunately, it is difficult to define precisely 
the legal meanings of these terms, due to the fact they were abundantly used in 
both ‘ahdnames granted to Western states like Venice, England, Poland etc.3 and 
documents relating to tribute-payer princes. Thus, before 1475, according to the 
1476 fetihname, the prince Stephen the Great of Moldavia was in 

“a state of obeisance and of tribute payer condition and of real 
submission and servitude towards my Imperial Threshold”4  

 
1 Redhouse, 540, 564, 804, 823, 1095, 1267; Sa’adedin, Tevarih, in Decei, “Sulhâme,” 125, n. 6; 

Gemil, Documente turc., 304; Veliman, Documente turc., doc. 1, 73, 164, 437; Neşri, Tarih, ed. Unat, 
Köymen, II, 757; Decei, “Sulhname,” 122. 

2 Gemil, Documente turc., doc. 42, 209.  
3 In 1540 ‘ahdnâme to Venice, “request of submission” (‘arz-ı ‘ubudiyet) (Gökbilgin, 

“Belgeler I,” 121).  
4 In the fethnâme of 1476: Atebe-i ‘aliyyeme şol ki resm-i itâ’at ve harâc-güzârî ve mahz-ı 

‘ubudiyet ü hidmetkârî der-i müeddî kılurken (Gemil, “Fetih-nâme,” 254, 257).  
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Also, in 1641 George Rákoczy I sent a “letter of submission” (translated in 
Turkish as ‘ubudiyet-name) towards the sultan Ibrahim (1640–1648), promising at 
the same time to deliver the tribute due to the Porte in his quality of harâcgüzar.5  

The Greek word proskynesis was invariably translated as “bowing”, 
“prostration”, “adoration” etc., being encountered in fifteenth century Byzantine 
chronicles together with other related expressions, e.g. “to bow one’s head,” “to 
bend”.6 It lay at the origin of the term închinare used abundantly in the Wallachian 
and Moldavian annals or official documents.7  

1.2. General significations 

Analyzing the Moldo-Wallachian sources, one can say that the Romanian 
term închinare was used with various meanings. Here are the most important ones. 

Prostration was a custom characteristic to the Christian ritual, marking the 
recognition of God (and, implicitly, of God’s church) as supreme lord. The 
Romanian term închinare was abundantly used with this signification in 
Wallachian and Moldavian sources.8 

Prostration was also a simple ceremony practiced at a sovereign’s court with 
or without a slight political charge. In Byzantium, where etiquette was of utmost 
importance, the reception of envoys and vassal princes was accompanied by their 
“prostration” (proskynesis) in front of the Basileus. Ducas, relating the siege of 
Constantinople by Murad II in 1422, presents a certain Dan (the future Dan II of 
Wallachia) who, after having left the sultan’s encampment in that of the Basileus 
“prostrated in front of the emperor (proskynesas to basilei) and asked for 
permission to go straightly to his country.” Having an Oriental origin, the humble 
prostration in front of a superior in the hierarchy of power was also taken over, on 
the Roman – Byzantine channel, by the aulic ceremony in Southeastern Europe, 
including the Ottoman, Wallachian and Moldavian courts. The emissaries sent to 
the Sultan’s Court, either to negotiate peace treaties or for less important problems, 
invariably bowed in front of sultans. Here is a case, chosen at random. In 1484, “an 
envoy came from the Hungarian king too, bowing before the world-protecting 
Court.”9  

 
5 Gemil, Documente turc., doc. 106. In October 1613, Radu Mihnea, Ştefan II Tomşa and 

Gabriel Bethlen were sworn in submission to the serdar Iskender pasha, as “tributaries” 
(harâcgüzarlar) (Decei, Imp. otoman, 370).  

6 Proskyno means to prostrate (M. A. Bailly, Dictionnaire grec-français, Paris, 1894, p. 1670); 
Ducas, Istoria, 262–3, 429, 430, 435.  

7 See, Letopiseţul cantacuzinesc, passim; Miron Costin, Letopiseţ, passim; Nicolae Costin, 
Letopiseţ, passim etc. 

8 Letopiseţul cantacuzinesc, 25, 190; Nicolae Costin, Letopiseţ, 164.  
9 Ducas, Istoria, XXIX/7; Solakzade, Tarih, in Cronici turc. I, 145; Sa’adeddin, Tevarih, in 

Cronici turc. I, 327, 329.  
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Prostration designated also the acceptance of a new prince by his subjects 
(dignitaries, noblemen and people). The word închinare was frequently used with 
this signification in narrative and official Moldavian and Wallachian sources. In 
1476, coming to the throne for the third time, Vlad the Impaler was writing to the 
inhabitants of Braşov: “all the Wallachian country and its boyars paid homage to 
me.”10 According to the Cantacuzine Annals, as well as to other Wallachian 
chronicles, the submission ceremony of the boyars and of the country was a 
standard action accomplished whenever a voivode came to the throne, since 
legendary Radu voivode up to Şerban Cantacuzino.11  

Anyway, this customary practice, actually equivalent to the recognition of the 
new sovereign, was widespread during the Middle Ages and it is also to be found 
with the Ottomans. Homage paying by state dignitaries (bey’at), loosely translated 
as acknowledgment of allegiance, accompanied and completed the ceremony of 
enthronement of a new sultan (cülüs).  

Let us also mention that in the eighteenth century, the acceptance by local 
high officials and nobles of Phanariote voivodes appointed directly by sultan, as 
well as their recognition as rulers meant – from the Ottoman point of view – a new 
homage-paying towards the Sublime Porte. Thus, in an order (hüküm) of the 
summer of 1123/1711, Ahmed III asked the Moldavian notabilities to obey Ioan 
Mavrocordat as a a head official (kaymakam) for,  

“paying homage and submitting to my High State (taraf-ı Devlet-i 
aliyye’me itâ‘at ve inkıyâd edüb)…, and obeying him, they shall be 
protected as before under my imperial shelter.”12  

Capitulation was usually used to call that method by which were regulated 
relations between two armies at war. In fifteenth century Byzantine chronicles, the 
term proskynesis was used whenever fortresses or towns capitulated in front of the 
victorious Ottoman military commanders. The signification of “capitulation” was 
often represented by the term închinare in Wallachian and Moldavian sources. 
After military resistance against the Ottoman army, the Moldavian voivode, Ioan 
Vodă cel Cumplit, accepted to surrender: “He started delivering messages of 
capitulation to them…” said Grigore Ureche.13 This is only a military capitulation, 
although initially some Moldavian boyars advised him to submit politically to 
Selim II even before starting the rebellion:  

“Either acknowledge allegiance towards the sultan or leave for foreign 
countries, but do not set out against the Turks.”14 

 
10 Tocilescu, 534 documente, doc. 102.  
11 Letopiseţul cantacuzinesc, 2, 19, 45–6, 50, 89, 103, 175.  
12 Veliman, Documente turc., doc. 1.  
13 Ureche, Letopiseţ, 147 (Începu a trimite la dânșii că să va închina…).  
14 Cronica lui Azarie, in CSR, 151.  
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Acknowledgment of allegiance indicated usually a medieval political moment in 
which a prince accepted the trusteeship of a superior power center, i.e. a more 
powerful sovereign who became by this act his suzerain. The term închinare can be 
frequently found with this signification in the Moldavian and Wallachian medieval 
chronicles, sometimes in official documents as well, as an expression of the 
relations established between Wallachian princes and Hungarian kings or between 
Moldavian hospodars and kings of Poland. Let us mention a few examples, not in 
the chronological order of the historical events – which is of secondary importance 
in this case –, but in that of their registration by sources. At the beginning of the 
sixteenth century, Vladislav III was writing to the inhabitants of Braşov  

“that I paid homage with absolute fairness to the holy crown and to his 
<Royal> Highness the king and to the Transylvanian voivode, as well 
as to all Hungarian noblemen and to you.”15  

According to the Cantacuzine Annals, the Wallachian voivode Nicolae Alexandru 
(1352–1364) as a result of his conflict with the king of Hungary  

“submitted and went to the king <to present him> with plenty of gifts, 
with a thousand golden hrivne, paying homage and promising an 
annual poll-tax.”16  

At Colomeea, in 1485, Stephen the Great paid personal homage towards Kazimir 
IV. How did he do this?  

“Prostrating to the king in accordance with the Moldavian custom, 
<i.e.> bending the flag to the king’s feet.”17  

The term închinare was used by Wallachian and Moldavian chroniclers even in 
defining the political relations that were going to be established between 
Transylvania and the Habsburg Empire. Thus, the Transylvanian nobles promised 
George Basta the Transylvanian throne of Michael the Brave, “and we shall pay 
homage the emperor with all the country.”18 From this point of view, the homage 
paying to the Porte, discussed below, is a particular case belonging to the medieval 
ordinary and frequent practice, mentioned above. Thus, in Grigore Ureche’s 
opinion, Selim II banished Bogdan Lăpuşneanu (1568–1572) because of his close 

 
15 Tocilescu, 534 documente, doc. 279 (letter of 2 July, without year, anyway between 1523–1525).  
16 Letopiseţul Cantacuzinesc, 80 (plecă capul şi mersă la craiul cu mari daruri, cu mie de 

hrivne de aur de s-au închinat şi s-au făgăduit că-i va da dajdie pe an).  
17 Nicolae Costin, Letopiseţ, 124 (închinându-se craiului după obiceiul moldovenesc, plecând 

steagul Ţării la picioarele craiului). Later, John Albert besieged the fortress Suceava “hoping that the 
country would obey <to him>“ (Ureche, Letopiseţ, 54: să va închina ţara). See, also, other examples 
in Nicolae Costin, Letopiseţ, 129 (Ştefan vodă să nu se închine la Turcu…); Ureche, Letopiseţ, 83 (in 
1509, Vasco oarecarile de ai noştri… s-au închinat la leși). See, also, Victor Eskenasy, ”Omagiul lui 
Ştefan cel Mare de la Colomeea (1485). Note pe marginea unui ceremonial medieval.” AIIAI, XX, 
1983, 257–67.  

18 Letopiseţul Cantacuzinesc, 198 (şi noi să fim închinaţi împăratului cu toată ţara).  
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relationship with Poland, which could have turned into “homage paying” to the 
Polish king by Moldavia. Therefore, the sultan  

“reckoned <the Moldavian voivode> not to break his oath and turn his 
thoughts to that country and to surrender his country, lest he should 
have many accounts to settle with the Poles.”19  

1.3. Myth of crucial episodes 

The Romanian term închinare, having the signification of an initial, unique and 
crucial episode (‘the first moment,’ ‘firstly,’ ‘they first devised and began’, ‘ever 
since’ etc.), was the most belated, being imposed by eighteenth-century Wallachian 
and Moldavian chroniclers and boyars.20 Paying homage was depicted by them as 
military, political and diplomatic actions which took place in end fourteenth – mid 
sixteenth century interval, having a special signification and decisive consequences 
in the future evolution of the legal status of the principalities of Wallachia, 
Moldavia and Transylvania. 

About Wallachia, both the author of the Cantacuzine Annals and the 
chronicler Radu Popescu assigned the initiation of this political decision to Basarab 
Laiotă (more reigns in 1473–1477), “who yielded the country to the Turks.”21 Late-
eighteenth-century scholar Ienache Văcărescu considered that this landmark has to 
be settled during the reign of Mircea the Older’s successor, Mihail I (1418–1420):  

“Wallachia was yielded… They decided it and in a public assembly in 
the year 1418 and 820 the voivode and the boyars willingly yielded 
Wallachia to the emperor Mehmed the First and became tributaries.”22  

Still variations exist. In a petition submitted in August 1772 to the attention of 
count Orlof, the Russian representative at the Congress of Focşani, they promoted 
the idea of two Wallachian acknowledgments of allegiance towards the Porte.  

The first is said to have been initiated by Mircea the Older who at an 
undetermined date – anyway, before the battle of Rovine in 1395 – “yielded the 
country to the Turk” (a închinat ţara turcului). “The second submission or paying 
homage” was justified by a seventy-year period of “release” and is said to have 
taken place during Basarab Laiotă (yet, in the inappropriate year of 1462!) when 
“the Voivode himself, of his own accord, yielded the country.”23 However, there 

 
19 Ureche, Letopiseţ, 139 (socoti să nu să lepede dispre dânsul şi să să lipască spre aceia 

parte şi să închine ţara, mai apoi să nu aibă mai multă gâlceavă cu leşii).  
20 In Walachian and Moldavian chronicles: întîiaşi dată, mai întîi, au izvodit întăi şi au 

început, de atuncea etc. 
21 Letopiseţul Cantacuzinesc, 4; Popescu, Istoriile, 252 (care au închinat ţara turcilor). 
22 Văcărescu, Istorie, 204 (Mihai Vodă sin Mircea Vodă… S-a închinat Valahia… Au hotărât 

şi cu sfat de obşte la leat 1418 şi 820, domnul cu boierii au închinat Ţara Românească fără război la 
înpăratul Mehmed cel dîntîiu şi s-au făcut tributar).  

23 Genealogia Cantacuzinilor, 495–9.  
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are differences between the two episodes, concerning both the circumstances       
(in comparison with the first homage paying, Basarab Laiotă himself was the 
initiator this time), and the irreversible consequences (“Laiotă Basarab Voivode, in 
the year of 1460. The one who in absolute submission, yielded the country to the 
Turks…”).24 

The idea of the existence of two Wallachian acknowledgments of allegiance 
towards the Porte was also emphasized by the brothers Tunusli in the Greek edition 
of the ban Mihai Cantacuzino’s work, published at Vienna in 1806, and 
subsequently translated into Romanian by G. Sion. Moreover, it equalized the 
terms homage paying, submission, proskynesis and capitulation, but with 
chronological ambiguity and overlapping of personalities. So, it is about “the first 
capitulation (proskynesis) of Wallachia towards the Ottoman Porte under Mircea 
Voivod. In the year of 1383” and “The second capitulation” (Devtera proskynesis. 
En etei 1460), initiated by Basarab Laiotă, but in 1460.25  

As concerns Moldavia, the seventeenth and eighteenth-century tradition, 
noticed – with many chronological ambiguities and overlapping of personalities, as 
in the case of Wallachia – by Dimitrie Cantemir and Moldavian chroniclers, and 
taken over by eighteenth and nineteenth century Western scholars, as Thomas 
Thornton, assigned the acknowledgments of submission to the voivodes Bogdan III 
the Blind in 1512 and Petru Rareş in 1529. Let us note also that in many 20th 
century studies of Southeastern Europe history the reign of Stephen the Great’s 
son, Bogdan III, and 1512 are still wrongly considered as a turning point episode of 
the relations between the Porte and Moldavia.26  

In the mythical view, the voivode Stephen the Great (1457–1504), “alarmed 
at the conquests of the Turks over the Hungarians, the Tartars and the Wallachians, 
and fearing to rely either on the Poles and the Germans, advised with the last 
breath the surrender of his country to the Ottoman power in the name of a fief, if 
the inhabitants could obtain peace on honorable terms, together with the 
preservation of their civil and ecclesiastical laws.”27 It would be firstly Bogdan III 
the Blind, who in 1512 would follow his father’s advice and submit Moldavia to 
the Turks, receiving in return a so-called “Capitulation.” 

“Learning the lesson from his father, Stephen the Great, he sent the 
great chancellor Tăutu to the Turkish empire, with servants, infantry, 
foot soldiers … to carry the tribute, ten burdens of money – wrote 

 
24 Genealogia Cantacuzinilor, 67 (Laiot Basarab Voevod, la anul 1460. Acesta este carele cu 

totul s’a supus, închinând Ţara Românească la Turci…).  
25 Istoria Ţării Româneşti, politică şi geografică, de la cea mai veche întemeiere până la anul 

1774, acum pentru prima dată editată prin toată grija cinstiţilor şi iubitorilor de neam fraţii Tunusli, 
Viena, 1806, 125; Istoria Ţerei Romănesci de fraţii Tunusli, tradusă de G. Sion, Bucureşti, 1863, 66. 

26 For instance: Sugar, South-eastern Europe, 121, 322 (“1512 Moldavia becomes vassal state”). 
27 Thornton, Turkey, II, 312. 
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Grigore Ureche – and acknowledged allegiance of all the country 
towards the sultan Süleyman, the Turkish emperor.”28  

Consequently, the sultan accepted the Moldavian prince’s homage and his “small 
sum of money” which, having once obtained, they soon found means of reducing 
to a real tribute. But, in exchange, the sultan left them the privilege of electing their 
own governors on every vacancy, subject to the approbation of the Porte.29 Here is 
Dimitrie Cantemir’s account from his history of the Ottoman Empire: 

“Moldavia made a fief of the Empire. XVII. Whilst Soliman after the 
taking of the City, staid in the neighborhood some days to refresh his 
army, Teutuk Lagotheta is sent in embassy by Bogdan Prince of 
Moldavia to the Turkish camp. Having obtained an audience, he 
declares his mission from the Moldavian Prince and People, to offer the 
Sultan both Moldavia’s upon honorable terms, particularly that their 
Religion should be preserved entire, and the country be subject as a fief 
to the Empire. Nothing could be more grateful to Soliman, whose more 
weighty affairs hindered him from turning his arms that way, and yet 
the defeats received from the Moldavians, obliged him to have always 
an eye to their motions. Wherefore readily accepting the offered terms, 
he confirms them with his own hand, and delivers him the instruments 
to be carried to his Prince at Soczava. Afterwards in his return from that 
year’s expedition he is met near Sophia a City of Servia by Bogdan 
with some of his Barons, and presented by him with four thousand gold 
Crowns, forty bred Mares, and twenty four Falcons, with a promise to 
send yearly to Constantinople the like present in token of his feudal 
subjection. The Emperor admits the Prince to his presence, and again 
ratifies the conditions made with the Ambassador, gives him a larger 
Cucca adorned with jewels, with a Chylaat fahire, and a horse with all 
the imperial trappings. Moreover he orders four of his guard to attend 
him, which custom is still observed whenever the Prince of Moldavia 
comes to the Othoman Court.”30  

 
28 Ureche, Letopiseţ, 78 (Pre învăţătura tătîne-său, a lui Ştefan vodă, trimis-au la împărăţia 

turcilor pre Tăutul logofătul cel mare, cu slujitori, pedestrime, dărăbani de au dus birul, zece povară 
de bani şi s-au închinatu cu toată ţara la sultan Suleimanu împăratul turcescu). See, also Nicolae 
Costin, Letopiseţ, 154 (… i s-au închinat cu toată ţara); Cantemir, Descrierea Moldovei, 270 
(Bogdan cel Chior a închinat turcilor Moldova); Neculce, O samă de cuvinte, X(12) (când au 
închinat ţara la turci); Alexandru Beldiman, Tractaturile prin care s-au închinat ţara, de către 
Bogdan voevod, domnu al Moldoviei, împărăţind Baizet al 2-lea, BAR, ms. 566, f. 126v–136. For 
discussions on this event, see N. Bălcescu, “Ioan Tăutul, marele logofăt al Moldovei.” Magazin 
istoric pentru Dacia” (Bucarest) I, 1845, 135–7; Maxim, “Cantemir,” 69–78; Gorovei, “Casa Păcii,” 
629–67 (with accurate interpretations of sources). 

29 Thornton, Turkey, II, 312. 
30 Cantemir, Othman History, 186–9 and n. 28–34; Cantemir, Imp. otoman, I, 75, n. 24. 
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According to the same local tradition, after the conquest of Buda, the new prince 
Petru Rareş of Moldavia (1527–1538; 1541–1546), should acknowledge also his 
submission by paying homage to Süleyman the Magnificent in 1529. Let us 
emphasize that the above-mentioned episodes are marked by confusions of 
personages and data, which increased the distrust in these accounts, transforming 
them in simple legends. As a matter of fact, the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth-century English scholar Richard Knolles, who proved an accurate 
interpretation of precedent sources, did not mention any substantial political 
change that it should occur in the years 1512 or 1529 in connection with Moldavia. 

Transylvania’s acknowledgment of submission of the first part of the 
sixteenth century did not cause so many confusions as in the case of Wallachia and 
Moldavia. Anyway, the decisive event in the subsequent evolution of the relations 
with the Ottoman Empire was assigned – according to certain Moldo-Wallachian 
chronicles – to John Sigismund Zápolya in 1541:  

“7049. Süleyman, after king Janosz’s death, took hold of Buda and the 
Hungarian Belgrade…, and gave Transylvania to the king’s son – 
George Brancović accounted. And it is ever since that Transylvania had 
remained under the infidels’ domination.”31  

Ottoman sources from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries also invoked – 
on the occasion of abuses denunciation – ancient acknowledgments of allegiance of 
Wallachian and Moldavian voivodes towards the Porte but without offering any 
chronological details. I have met an example in a hüküm of 1769 which reiterated 
the Moldavians’ obligation to obey the sultan’s orders but also their rights to be 
protected. In this order, Mustafa III appealed to – as an argument – the fact that the 
Moldavian principality (Memleket-i Boğdan) “has since times of yore been yielded 
to and obeying my High Devlet”.32    

2. ELEMENTS OF THE ACKNOWLEDGMENTS OF ALLEGIANCE 

Şükrüllah’s account on the peace agreement concluded between Mehmed I 
Çelebi and Mircea the Older in 1417 is an example of acknowledgment of 
allegiance. It is a summary record, like the other accounts on fifteenth-century 
pacts with Southeastern Europe princes, which could imply more or less elements 
of a homage paying. The chronicler noted briefly its preceding actions, i.e. force 
threat, peace request, negotiations, and then the proper acknowledgment of 
submission, i.e. oaths, compact, tribute payment. First, force threat being used (the 

 
31 Brancovici, Cronica, 73 (7049. Suliiman, dupre moartea craiului Ianoş, au luat Buda și 

Belgradul cel unguresc…, iar fiului craiului au dat Ardealul. Şi de atuncea au rămas Ardealul supt 
ascultarea păgânilor).  

32 öteden berü Devlet-i aliyye’me muti ve münkad olan (Veliman, Documente turc., doc. 164 : 
hüküm of 1183 evâhir-i Receb / 1769 November 20–29). 
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sultan “went to the infidel from Wallachia”, said the chronicler), subsequently, the 
Wallachian prince requested peace (“seeing the greatness of Muslims, the infidels 
asked peace”). Second, negotiations took place which conducted to establishing of 
certain duties for new tributary prince (tribute payment, sending of hostages and 
military support for sultan). To enforce this new kind of relationship, both parts, 
took oaths. All these steps meant, according to Şükrüllah, to conclude peace (“thus, 
they make peace”). He did not forget to precise that peace was valid only for “the 
sultan’s life”.33 This pattern can be called an homage paying, as Mehmed Neşri did 
clearly:  

“After that, the prince of Wallachia, sending the tribute by his envoy, 
acknowledged his submission” (andan Eflak Beyi, elçiyle harâcını 
gönderüb itâ‘at etdi).34  

Regardless the exact year and voivode, this political episode was considered by 
most historians as the first submission of Wallachia towards the Porte, by 
acknowledging the suzerainty of the Porte and paying a regular tribute. 

The sources from the fifteenth to sixteenth centuries associate the 
acknowledgments of allegiance of the principalities of Wallachia, Moldavia and 
then Transylvania towards the Porte to at least one of the following political and 
diplomatic actions: presentation of the voivode himself, of a representative or, 
sometimes, of the great boyars of the country at the Porte; submission to the sultan 
willingly, not as a result of open military confrontation ended in a defeat; 
negotiation and conclusion of an oral or written compact; payment of a sum of 
money, invariably considered a tribute by Ottomans (called either cizye or harâc); 
granting of protection by sultan; acknowledgment of enthronement and granting of 
some distinguishing marks of investiture to the voivode or to his delegate. Here are 
arguments for each of the cases. 

2.1. Acknowledgments of allegiance and willing submissions 

First of all, let us mention that the submission was frequently regarded as a 
result of a state of military inferiority in which the weaker surrenders to the 
stronger, admitting its supremacy. From this point of view, an acknowledgment of 
allegiance appears as a direct consequence of the threat or use of force:  

“And Stephen the Great asked the hermit – says the legend registered 
by Ion Neculce – what he should do, for he could no longer fight the 
Turks, should he yield the country to the Turks, or should he not?”35 

 
33 Şükrüllah, Tevârih, in Cronici turc., I, 32.  
34 Neşri, Tarih, II, ed. Unat, Köymen, 536–7.  
35 Neculce, O samă de cuvinte, 166 (şi au întrebat Ştefan-vodă pe sihastru ce va mai face, că 

nu poate să să mai bată cu turcii, închina-va ţara la turci, au ba?). 
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All Balkan princes had done it, sooner or later. Ducas underlined this state of facts, 
in the context of the supremacy acquired by Ottomans after the conquest of 
Constantinople in 1453:  

“Thus, involuntarily and under strain, they were obeying and bringing 
gifts to him (Mehmed II – o.n) for fear they might share the same 
fate.”36 

In Byzantine and Ottoman annals, the voivodes’ acknowledgments of 
allegiance were always associated to their submission. Vlad the Evil went to Brusa, 
to Murad II’s court, and “paying his homage, submitted to him.”37 According to an 
anonymous Ottoman chronicle, as a result of the Mehmed II’s expedition of 1462, 
the Wallachian “infidels… came in groups wishing to pay homage and submitted 
to His Majesty the Emperor.” In 1538, the “country <Moldavia – o.n> submitted to 
the padişah root and branch”, Muhieddin al-Cemali accounted.38  

Seventeenth and eighteenth-century chroniclers also associated acknowledgment 
of allegiance to submission, being equivalent to the coming under Ottoman 
domination. For instance, referring to Basarab Laiotă, the Transylvanian annalist J. 
Filstich stated:  

“It is under his reign that the Turks first laid hands on Wallachia, a 
country they could not have taken hold of ever before.”39  

For Mihai Cantacuzino, Mircea the Older “acknowledged allegiance of the country 
towards the Turks” by paying harâc “under submission oath”, and Laiotă Basarab 
“completely submitted, acknowledging allegiance of Wallachia towards the Turks.”  

Generalizing, from the chroniclers’ point of view, acknowledging the 
allegiance of the country became the starting point in the state of submission and 
dependence towards the Porte: “And ever since hath the country remained subject 
to the Turkish Porte.”40 A similar situation was applied to Moldavia. In Dimitrie 
Cantemir’s opinion, before the times of legendary Bogdan and of Süleyman the 
Magnificent (!?) when the Moldavian prince “yielded” Moldavia to the sultan, the 
country “had not been yielded to the Turks.”41 

A difference of interpretation must be emphasized here. If, in the Ottoman 
view, there was an indissoluble link between the tribute payment (and other 
voivodes’ duties) and the state of submission to the Porte (‘ubudiyet), the Christian 

 
36 Ducas, Istoria, XLII/6; Melissenos, Cronica, IV/18, 2, 543–5.  
37 Ducas, Istoria, XXIX/10. Other example, in Ducas, Istoria, XLV/17.  
38 DANIC, mf. Turkey, r. 65, fr. 751–2, cf. Gemil, Românii şi otomanii, 144, n. 375; 

Muhieddin el-Cemâlı, Tevarih, in Cronici turc. I, 188; Gemil, Documente turc., doc. 132, 178.  
39 Filstich, Istorie, 104–5.  
40 Genealogia Cantacuzinilor, 67–70 (şi de atunci până astăzi a rămas ţara supusă la Poarta 

turcească).  
41 Cantemir, Othman History, 186–9 and n. 28–34; Cantemir, Imp. otoman, I, 75, n. 24. See, 

also, Maxim, “Cantemir,” 69–78.  
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princes did not always equate the payment of a sum of money with the state of 
submission, considering that this kind of payment – called as a rule harâc or cizye 
by Ottomans – did not mean necessarily to obey. Thus, in first part sixteenth 
century Polish official view, expressed by their most competent representative, the 
king Sigismund II August, Moldavia was not yet yielded to the Porte before 1538 
even though it already paid tribute to it.42  

Acknowledgment of allegiance did not stand for any kind of submission but 
only for a “willing” one, either without battle or under pressure of forces, but 
removing in any case the idea of a decisive military confrontation. According to 
Ienache Văcărescu, in 1418, “the voivode and the boyars yielded Wallachia 
without war the emperor Mehmed the First.”43 For Mihai Cantacuzino, in 1460–
1462 (!), “the voivode himself <naming inappropriately Basarab Laiotă – o.n.) on 
his own accord, yielded the country.”44  

Radu de la Afumați and the Wallachian boyars, getting acquainted with the 
military inferiority of Wallachia towards the Ottoman Empire which was about to 
reiterate the Central European expansion, willingly initiated the pacifying 
procedure, it is true, after strong resistance against Mehmed Bey, the sancakbeyi of 
Nikopol:  

“The wish of them all was for the voivode to go to the Porte and take a 
large bow before the emperor.”45  

Acknowledgment of allegiance as a moment of pacification before starting open 
warfare, bringing thus about delay of the state of war, was also emphasized by 
Mihnea II the Turkified in a letter of 14 December 1594. In the context of rebellion 
of Wallachia, the military steps taken by the Porte in the spring and summer of 
1595 were preceded by attempts of replacing the rebel voivodes. Moreover, wrote 
the Wallachian voivode that 

“They sent me ahead, so that I may determine the country yield before 
the war is waged and harms the land.”46  

The tradition of acknowledgment of allegiance was yet strong in the case of 
Moldavia, being assiduously circulated by the Moldavian annalists and the 
petitioner boyars of 1774. In Dimitrie Cantemir’s opinion, the legendary 
submission of Moldavia to the sultan during the reign of Bogdan III the Blind was 

 
42 terra ejus Turco non est subjecta (Ciurea, “Relaţii,” 6–7; Gemil, Românii şi otomanii, 35, n. 83).  
43 Văcărescu, Istorie, 204 (domnul şi boierii au închinat Ţara Românească fără război la 

înpăratul Mehmed cel dîntîiu).  
44 Genealogia Cantacuzinilor, 67–70 (însuşi Domnul, din a lui voinţă, a închinat ţara). 
45 Popescu, Istoriile, 274 (Au voit cu toţii să meargă domnul la Poartă să plece capul la poala 

împăratului).  
46 Hurmuzaki, Documente, XIV/1, doc. CLXXXIII (pe mine m-au trimis înainte, poate să fac 

ţara să se închine şi să nu mai fie războiu şi să se strice locul). 
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a special event because the “prince Bogdan submitted it to him of his own 
accord”47 and not else.  

2.2. Acknowledgments of allegiance and compacts 

The submission was often associated to conclusion of a negotiated peace 
agreement. This kind of acknowledgment of allegiance was specific to the tributary 
states, being also called “conditioned submission.”48  

Let us mention that at the state level, the conclusion of a pact did not 
necessarily mean also acknowledgment of allegiance of a party towards another, 
but when sources speak of acknowledgment of allegiance, there is high probability 
that this moment be reinforced by an official regulation of the relations between 
them. Anyway, this was a customary practice to be found at least in Southeastern 
and Central Europe, in the suzerain – vassal relationship. A treaty could stipulate a 
future acknowledgment of allegiance but the latter could in its turn be reinforced 
by a bilateral agreement.49 

The historical sources frequently related acknowledgments of allegiance to 
issuing or renewal of oaths (in Ottoman ‘ahd, in Romanian jurământ) between 
sultans and voivodes. But, eighteenth-century Wallachian and Moldavian 
chroniclers and boyars especially exaggerated the association between end-
fourteenth to mid-sixteenth century homage-paying and granting of old and long-
term privileges (so-called “Capitulations”). Thus, the acknowledgment of allegiance 
assigned to Mircea the Older, later to Basarab Laiotă, were conditioned – in Mihai 
Cantacuzino’s opinion – by covenants with sultans (in Romanian, învoiala or 
tocmeala),50 whose “clauses” (legături) are listed by the Wallachian boyars in the 
report addressed to count Orloff. Let us mention, in the case of Moldavia, only the 
already famous manuscript The Compacts by which the country was submitted by 
Bogdan voivode, ruler of Moldavia, during the reign of Bayezid the Second.51  

2.3. Acknowledgments of allegiance and tribute-paying 

The habit of “gift-giving” when coming to the throne, when sending envoys, or in 
preventing military conflicts was practiced not only in the Christian – Ottoman 
relations but, apparently, on a much larger area, including the Christianity. 

 
47 Cantemir, Imp. otoman, I, 75, n. 24 (principele Bogdan a supus-o acestuia de bună voie). 

See, also, Golimas, “Închinare,” 14.  
48 This formula was applied by Tahsin Gemil to Moldavia in and after 1538 (Petru Rareş, 158).  
49 The case of the treaty concluded between Stephen the Great and Kazimir IV in 1462 is 

relevant (Bogdan, Documente. Ştefan, II, doc. CXXIX).  
50 Genealogia Cantacuzinilor, 67–70.  
51 Alexandru Beldiman, Tractaturile prin care s-au închinat ţara, de către Bogdan voevod, 

domnu al Moldoviei, împărăţind Baizet al 2-lea (BAR, ms. 566, fol. 126v–136).  
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However, before John Albert’s foray into Moldavia in 1497, Stephen the Great 
himself sent Tăutu the Chancellor and Isaac the Treasurer  

“With many gifts and greeted him <the Polish king – o.n.> on the other 
side of the Dnestr and presented the gifts before him.”52  

Yet, an acknowledgment of allegiance towards the Porte required a special 
procedure. First, it should be inconceivable without gift-giving. In 1451 as well, 
but especially after the conquest of Constantinople, Christian princes 
“acknowledged allegiance towards him <Mehmed II – o.n.> by gift giving.”53 
Moreover, a characteristic of the relations between sultans and tributary princes 
was acknowledgment of allegiance accompanied by payment of a negotiated 
tribute. For example, according to the Byzantine chronicler Ducas, it was Mehmed 
II who asked that “all peoples by the Black Sea come and acknowledge allegiance 
every year”, not only with gifts but also with tributes. I should also remember that 
Vlad the Impaler was summoned to come to the Porte, pay his homage and “bring 
by all means… the yearly tribute”.54 This difference will be emphasized by 
Stephen the Great in a retrospective letter in which he compared the theoretical 
advantages of his homage paying towards the Polish king, with the submission 
towards the sultan which implied the tribute payment:  

“I admit I acknowledged allegiance towards the king <of Poland>, as a 
benefactor of mine… lest I should become tributary to the Turks.”  

Later, when the peace with Bayezid II was concluded, most probably in 1486, the 
homage paying – term which is not explicitly used either in Moldavian and 
Ottoman sources – was accompanied by tribute payment.55 

2.4. Acknowledgment of allegiance and warranty of fidelity 

Having an obvious political signification, the homage paying is abundantly 
encountered in fifteenth century sources as a modality of periodical verification of 
tributary’s fidelity towards sultan. After the conquest of Constantinople, Mehmed 
II claimed that the despots of Serbia and Peloponnesus, the rulers of Chios, 
Mytilene and Trabzond, as well as all those living  

“by the Black Sea come every year and acknowledge allegiance by gift 
giving and tribute paying.”56  

 
52 Ureche, Letopiseţ, 54.  
53 Ducas, Istoria, XLII/6.  
54 Ducas, Istoria, XLII/6 and XLV/20.  
55 Papacostea, “Colomeea,” 536. See also Ş. Papacostea, “Relaţiile internaţionale ale Moldovei în 

vremea lui Ştefan cel Mare,” RdI, 5–6, 1982, 607–38; Tahsin Gemil, “Observaţii referitoare la încheierea 
păcii şi stabilirea hotarului dintre Moldova şi Imperiul Otoman.” RA, 2, 1983, 117–28; Şt. S. Gorovei, 
“Pacea moldo-otomană din 1486.” RdI, 7, 1982, 807–21 (French version in RRH, 3–4, 1982, 405–21).  

56 Ducas, Istoria, XLII/6.  
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Successive appeals of presentation to pay homage sent to Wallachian and 
Moldavian hospodars – and I remind here the most representative ones: Vlad the 
Evil, Vlad the Impaler, Stephen the Great –, often followed by their rejection, 
testify for the real relations with the Porte in the fifteenth century. Verification of 
loyalty supposed the personal presentation of the prince at the sultan’s court (in 
capital or in military camps) with the remaining tribute.  

Personal presentations of voivodes to acknowledge their allegiance were 
rarely until middle sixteenth century, being exceptionally occasioned by moments 
of rebellion that caused the mistrust of the Porte. Acknowledgment of allegiance 
could take place at a special request of the Porte or at the voivode’s initiative. To 
reestablish friendship relations, Vlad the Evil (Dragulios, with Ducas) “came to 
Brusa”, met with the sultan Murad II and “paid homage to him.” But, in 1460 Vlad 
the Impaler was summoned by Mehmed II “to come in a hurry and pay homage” 
(proskynesis), an act which the Wallachian voivode would not accept by easy to 
understand reasons: 

“As for himself – wrote Ducas – coming in person to pay homage was 
even more inconceivable.”57  

In the same manner and under similar circumstances, but later, Stephen the 
Great received an ultimatum: to come and yield the tribute in person to the Porte, 
which equalized an appeal to “homage paying”. Here is Aşıkpaşazade’s 
registration of that episode:  

“The padişah… called the Moldavian voivode to the Porte telling him: 
«This time you shall bring the tribute yourself»” (Padişah… Kara 
Boğdan ın tekûrunu Kapuya okudular. «Bu kez sen kendün getür 
harâcını» dediler).  

Obviously, “the infidel did not come” (kâfir gelmedi).58 On the other hand, in 1541, 
in order to get the throne, his son, Petru Rareş, “went to Tzarigrad”,59 completing 
this official trip by “homage paying” to Süleyman the Lawgiver.  

A frequent practice was “acknowledgment of allegiance” through personal 
representatives of the princes, and the messengers had such a statute. Here is how, 
in 1451, before, the newly enthroned Mehmed II, many European princes send 
messengers with gifts, who “paid homage” to the sultan.60 In the seventeenth 
century, in moments of supposed rebellion, as in 1658–1659, the Porte required 
personal homage from the tribute-payer voivodes. In this respect, the Greek 
annalist Daponte relates that the grand vizier trying  

 
57 Ducas, Istoria, XXIX/10 and XXIX/20.  
58 Aşıkpaşazade, Tevarih, ed. Giese, 178.  
59 Ureche, Letopiseţ, 104.  
60 Or “paid their respect to him” (Ducas, Istoria, XXIX/20).  
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“to inquire about Wallachia and Moldavia, whether they would submit 
to the Ottoman Empire or not…, summoned the voivodes, that is 
Constantin Basarab, voivode of Wallachia, and Ştefan Gheorghe, 
voivode of Moldavia, to go and kiss, for they had not done it when they 
had come to the throne.”61  

As the solution of ransoming the cancellation of this request was rejected, and the 
second “summons” was rejected in its turn, the “logical” result was the 
banishment. 

2.5. Prostration as an usage at a dignitary’s appointment 

Beginning with the second half of the sixteenth century, but irregularly before this 
period too, the voivodes’ enthronements were accompanied by granting special 
investiture marks – of which the most important were the caftan (hilat) and the 
banner (sancak)62 – and by a ceremony of their “submission” to the Porte 
personally or through representatives. In this respect, power relations, voivode’s 
political position, international circumstances or immediate interests of the Porte 
were of considerable importance. In 1605, Radu Şerban obtained princely colors 
and implicitly confirmation as voivode of Wallachia through “submission 
embassies”. A significant text is to be found in the “charter of submission” 
(‘ubudiyet-name) of 1051 / 1641 by which George Rákoczy I reaffirmed his loyalty 
towards sultan. The sending of the “head-emissary” (baş elçimiz) Stephen Serédi 
with the proper tribute supposed his “homage paying (yüz sürmek) to the blessed 
imperial Stirrup of his Majesty, my glorious and high padişah.” If Radu Şerban and 
George Rákoczy I had paid homage through intermediaries, other princes, like 
Radu Leon (1664–1669) and Gheorghe Duca, will do it personally:  

“As Radu bey, the current Wallachian bey, coming to pay homage (yüz 
sürüb) to the imperial Stirrup, was appreciated as worthy of the 
imperial goodwill, the reign he has in his care was further entrusted to 
him and confirmed for three years henceforward.” 

In his turn, Gheorghe Duca left for the Porte in the summer of 1681, “to prostrate 
his face at the Emperor’s feet, on the occasion of obtaining a new province, as is 
the habit at the Porte.”63  

At mid-eighteenth century, the homage paying by new voivodes when they 
were appointed to throne still implied imperial audience and “kissing the earth 

 
61 Daponte, Cronicul, 7.  
62 Examples in Letopiseţul Cantacuzinesc, 45, 47, 48, 53, 103, 176 etc. See also Selaniki, 

Tarih, in Cronici turc., I, 361.  
63 Decei, Imp. otoman, 292; Gemil, Documente turc., doc. 106, 148; Hurmuzaki, Documente, 

Supl. II/3, doc. LXX (letter of 26 June 1681), LXXI, LXXII. 
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<before> His Imperial Highness the all happy şahinşah”. The new position of the 
principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia during the Phanariote epoch, their legal 
status being often assimilated to that specific to Ottoman provinces, brought about 
diminution of the political signification of the voivodes’ homage paying and its 
practicing as a simple ceremony element in the appointment of an official 
dignitary. This is also the reason why in August 1758 Ioan Teodor Callimachi 
protested against his reception for “homage paying” at the same time with foreign 
ambassadors (müste’min elçi).64 
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